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FORENSIC DOCUMENTS ASSISTANT

This is technical support work in assisting a Documents Analyst by organizing cases, performing some
of the more routine and standardized segments of analysis, and by the use of specialized photographic
techniques. Employees are not responsible for any casework or for conducting the definitive portion of
analysis.
Employees perform a wide range of supportive duties and functions and operate with some technical
independence in relation to choice, modification, development and use of specialized photographic
techniques. Employees utilize infrared, ultraviolet, high contrast, oblique lighting and transmitted lighting
to illuminate evidence for photography and for the preparation of court exhibits. Work includes mixing
developers, fixers, toners, and other print processing solutions, developing and printing infrared,
ultraviolet, black and white, and color film; maintaining and monitoring lab chemical supplies, and on
occasion mixing reagents and chemical solutions used in ink analysis procedures. Employees label
evidence for laboratory analysts, obtain standards and examples from typewriters, check writers and
photocopy machines, assemble and send handwriting exemplars to local law enforcement agencies,
and maintain reference files on anonymous letters and research files on periodicals, books and other
publications. Employees may be required to perform other duties and tasks as assigned.

I. DIFFICULTY OF WORK:

Complexity - Employees obtain handwriting exemplars from suspects or victims, take precise
measurements of typewriter and photocopy machine document characters, distance between
characters and other general measurements, and monitor and log evidence to assist specialists in
maintaining the chain of custody. Employees may perform the initial stages of evidence examinations
for watermarks, obliterations, alterations or for the detection of underwriting by viewing evidence under
infrared or ultraviolet light and by operating the electrostatic detection apparatus; followed by choosing
the film type and making extensive adjustments to camera settings, lighting and filters to photograph
the evidence. Work includes enlarging photographs, lettering and 'Labeling them and other evidence for
use as court exhibits.

Guidelines - Employees operate under clear and detailed instructions from Documents Analysts and
follow standard laboratory procedures for much of their work. Most techniques and methods are well
documented in laboratory procedures manuals, instrument handbooks, references and other agency
guidelines or policies. Employees do have the latitude to develop, test and modify specialized
photographic techniques and to recommend their adoption.

II. RESPONSIBILITY:

Accountability - Employees mainly support internal laboratory analysts but do have occasional outside
contacts such as obtaining handwriting exemplars from suspects and victims, providing routine
information to local law enforcement in drawing up search warrants to obtain questioned documents or
handwriting standards, assembling and sending handwriting exemplars to law enforcement agencies,
conducting tours through the laboratory area, and possibly providing partial court testimony on
evidence handling and examination. All technical work performed by employees is reviewed completely
by laboratory analysts.
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Consequence of Action - Employees could misplace evidence, label evidence incorrectly or make a
technical error in measuring, viewing or photographing evidence. However, because work is reviewed
thoroughly, the consequence of crucial actions would most likely be a limited time loss requiring the
work to be redone. The improper obtaining of handwriting exemplars could lead to a somewhat more
significant time loss. It is very unlikely that an error could have a significant impact on cases because of
the lack of definitive analysis and the very thorough review of work.

Review - Work is reviewed on a frequent basis by laboratory analysts as work is returned to them by
employees. Technical work is normally thoroughly reviewed in detail while some administrative work
may be reviewed on a more infrequent and less detailed basis.

III. INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS:

Subject Matter - Most of the information and data provided by employees is straightforward and readily
understood by laboratory analysts and a generally informed law enforcement community. This is
especially true of the end result photographs, exhibits and measurements, although some of the more
specialized photographic techniques and procedures would normally not be understood as easily.

Purpose - Interpersonal contacts are usually limited to other laboratory personnel and law enforcement
agencies and include exchanging information, receiving instructions, explaining results of processes
and techniques and occasionally persuading suspects to submit handwriting exemplars in the proper
format.

IV. WORK ENVIRONMENT:

Nature of Working Conditions - Working conditions are normally an office or laboratory setting but could
include a local law enforcement office.

Nature and Potential of Personal Hazards - Employees are exposed to photographic processing
chemicals, other chemical solutions and reagents, and occasional to biological hazards when
examining/photographing bloody evidence.

V. RECRUITMENT STANDARDS:

Knowledges, Skills, and Abilities - Thorough knowledge of black and white and color photography, film
developing, processing, equipment and related chemistry. Considerable knowledge of specialized
lighting, infrared and ultraviolet photography, and of other specialized non-visible photographic
techniques. Skill in the operation of cameras, enlargers and the more difficult to operate photographic
equipment. Ability to independently perform and record complex and non-standardized photographic
laboratory procedures. Ability to perceive contrast, colors and depth of field normally. Ability to
understand and follow oral and written technical instructions, take precise measurements, and to
perform basic mathematical calculations. Ability to establish and maintain effective working
relationships.

Minimum Training and Experience Requirements - Graduation from a two-year technical college with a
major in Photography Technology or Graphic Arts Technology and a minimum of two years of related
experience in photography and print processing or graphic arts; or an equivalent combination of training
and directly related experience.


